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Abstract : The disk abalone *Haliotis discus discus* and the spiny top shell *Turbo cornutus* are edible gastropod species of high economic value, mainly in Asia. Mortality outbreaks and variations in worldwide stock abundance have been reported and suggested to be associated, at least in part, with pathogenic infections. Ecology, biology and immunology of both species are currently not well documented. The characterisation of the immune systems of these species is necessary to further assess the responses of *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* to environmental, chemical and disease stresses. In the present study, we investigated the morphology and immune-related activities of hemocytes in both species using light microscopy and flow cytometry. Two types of hemocytes were identified in the disk abalone hemolymph, blast-like cells and hyalinocytes; whereas four main hemocyte types were distinguished in the spiny top shell, blast-like cells, type I and II hyalinocytes, and granulocytes. Flow cytometric analysis also revealed differences between cell types in immune-related activities. Three subsets of hemocytes, defined by differing lysosomal characteristics, were observed in the hemolymph of the spiny top shell, and only one in the disk abalone. Phagocytic activity was higher in *H. discus discus* hemocytes than in *T. cornutus* hemocytes, and the kinetics of PMA-stimulated oxidative activity was different between hemocytes of the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. Finally our results suggest for the first time a predominant mitochondrial origin of oxidative activity in gastropod hemocytes.
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1. Introduction

Homeostasis in molluscs partially relies upon cells freely circulating in hemolymph and infiltrating in tissues, referred to as hemocytes [1–3]. Hemocytes are involved in various and numerous physiological functions including nutrient digestion, transportation, and distribution [4–6], and shell and tissue repair [7–9]. Hemocytes also mediate cellular internal defence in molluscs through accumulation and detoxification of chemical toxicants [10–12], phagocytosis [13–18] and encapsulation [19–22] of invading, foreign, biological material. The characterisation of hemocytes under natural, ambient conditions is essential to further understand cell-mediated responses of molluscs to environmental, anthropogenic and pathological stresses. Types and functions of molluscan hemocytes, however, have not been fully described. Until now, most knowledge of molluscan hemocytes has been from bivalve species [2,17,23,24], mainly because of their high economic value [25]. Hemocytes of gastropods have been investigated mainly in biomedically important snail species, such as *Biomphalaria glabrata* [26–31] and *Lymnaea stagnalis* [32–37]. *B. glabrata* and *L. stagnalis* are, respectively, intermediate hosts for the human parasitic blood fluke *Schistosoma mansoni*, responsible for schistosomiasis, a parasitic disease affecting roughly 200 million people throughout the world [38], and the avian Schistosoma parasite, which can accidentally infect humans [39]. Gastropod hemocyte characterisation was also reported in the abalone species *Haliotis diversicolor* [40,41], *Haliotis asinina*
Haliotis rufescens, Haliotis cracherodii and Haliotis tuberculata and in only a few other gastropods. Classification of molluscan hemocytes commonly has been based upon morphological and biochemical features analysed by light and electron microscopy. Flow cytometry also has been applied to molluscan hemocyte studies but, until now, mostly in bivalve species, with only very few studies of gastropods. Although controversies still persist about molluscan hemocyte classification, two main classes are generally accepted: granulocytes, containing many intra-cytoplasmic granules, and agranulocytes, with no or fewer granules. While granulocyte population may appear to be homogeneous, various agranulocyte subpopulations were reported, including different subtypes of hyalinocytes and juvenile or blast-like cells. It is not clear currently whether such diversity in hemocyte subtypes represents distinct cell lineages, differences in differentiation and/or physiological state, or variations in methodology being applied.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Sampling schedule

In March and April 2009, adult spiny top shells (57.0 – 73.0 mm in shell height) and adult disk abalones (57.5 – 70.0 mm in shell length) were collected from southern waters of Cheju Island, Korea. After arrival in the laboratory, shellfish were placed in tanks of seawater (salinity 30; temperature 15°C) and kept for at least 24 h to acclimate and recover from rearing and transportation stresses.

2.2. Hemolymph collection

Using a syringe fitted with a 22-gauge needle, approximately 1.5–2.0 mL of hemolymph were collected. The needle was inserted between the operculum and the shell into the ring muscle of spiny top shells. Disk abalone hemolymph was withdrawn from the cephalic arterial sinus, accessed anteriorly at the angle between the foot and the head. Collected hemolymph was immediately transferred into microtubes and kept on ice. Hemolymph from individuals was examined and was not pooled for subsequent microscopy and flow cytometric assays.

2.3. Light microscopy

Hemolymph cell monolayers (HCMs) were prepared by cytocentrifugation. Withdrawn hemolymph was fixed with an equal volume of 3% formalin prepared in filtered sterile seawater (FSSW) prior to being cyto-centrifuged. Cyto-centrifuged HCMs were then transferred into 100% methanol prior to being stained with Hemacolor reagents (Merck). Air-dried, stained HCM slides were subsequently mounted and observed microscopically. Cell and nucleus diameters of hemocytes were measured, and cells from each population were counted using image-analysis software (ImageJ 1.41o).

2.4. Flow cytometry analysis

2.4.1. Hemocyte populations and concentration

Concentration of hemocytes (Total Hemocyte Count, THC) and hemocyte cell-type populations were determined using SYBR Green I (Sigma–Aldrich), a membrane permeable, fluorescent dye that binds to double-stranded DNA. Fixed hemolymph (3% formalin, v:v) was mixed with SYBR Green I solution (final dilution 10x) and incubated 30 min in the dark at room temperature before flow cytometric analysis (FACSCalibur; Becton Dickinson, San Diego, CA, USA). Hemocyte subtypes were discriminated based upon relative flow-cytometric morphological parameters, Forward Scatter (FSC) and Side Scatter (SSC). FSC and SSC commonly measure particle size and internal complexity, respectively. Internal complexity, also reported as granularity, depends upon various inner components of the cells including shape of the nucleus, amount and types of cytoplasmic granules, cytoplasmic inclusions and membrane roughness. Morphological parameters are expressed in arbitrary flow-cytometric units (A.U.) and THC is reported as the number of cells mL⁻¹ of hemolymph.
2.4.2. Hemocyte viability
Percentage of viable hemocytes was determined with the propidium iodide (PI; Sigma–Aldrich) exclusion method. Membranes of viable cells do not allow PI to penetrate; whereas, altered membranes are permeable to PI. Dead cells are characterized by loss of membrane integrity and are, therefore, stained by PI. Hemolymph was mixed with an equal volume of antiaggregant solution (AASH; 2.5% NaCl and 1.5% EDTA in 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4; [69]) containing PI at the final concentration of 20 mg mL\(^{-1}\) and incubated for 10 min in the dark, prior to flow cytometric data acquisition. Hemocyte viability is expressed as the percentage of PI negative cells (i.e., cells with intact cytoplasmic membrane) and determined by the relative level of PI-related fluorescence (FL2 detector of the flow cytometer).

2.4.3. Lysosome quantification
The presence of lysosomes in hemocytes was determined using LysoTracker Red (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen), a membrane permeable, fluorescent red probe (emission maximum at ~590 nm) that accumulates within lysosomal compartments. Hemolymph was diluted in AASH (v:v) containing LysoTracker Red (final dilution 1 mM). Mixed solutions were incubated 60 min in the dark, at room temperature. Tubes were then transferred and held on ice until flow cytometric analysis. Relative intracellular lysosomal quantity is expressed as the level of red fluorescence (FL3 detector of the flow cytometer) in arbitrary units (A.U.).

2.4.4. Phagocytosis quantification
Hemolymph samples were mixed with FSSW (v:v) in 24-well plates (Tissue Culture Testplate, SPL Lifesciences). Hemocytes were allowed to adhere for 20 min at room temperature (20–22°C), and 60 mL of fluorescent beads (2.0 mm in diameter; Working solution concentration at 2% in FSSW; Polysciences Inc) were then added to each well. Control wells received the phagocytosis inhibitor cytochalasin B (final concentration 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\); Sigma–Aldrich). After different times of incubation (10, 30, 60, 120 and 180 min), supernatants were discarded and trypsin (2.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) in AASH, Sigma–Aldrich) was added to detach the adherent cells. Hemocytes were then centrifuged, resuspended in 3% formalin and held on ice until flow cytometric analysis. Association of hemocytes with fluorescent beads in control tubes (i.e., with cytochalasin B) was considered as attributable to adhering beads, not phagocytosis. A “Phagocytosis index” was then determined as the difference between the percentage of hemocytes associated with at least one bead in controls and samples. At each time and for each sample, the mean number of beads in phagocytic hemocytes (i.e., containing at least one bead) was also determined.

2.4.5. Oxidative activity
Determination of oxidative activity was performed at room temperature (20–22°C) in 24-wells microplates, using 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA; Molecular Probes, Invitrogen), a membrane permeable, non-fluorescent probe. Inside hemocytes, the -DA radical is first hydrolyzed by esterase enzymes. Intracellular hydrogen peroxide (H\(_2\)O\(_2\)), as well as superoxide ion (O\(_2^−\); [70,71]), then oxidizes DCFH to the fluorescent DCF molecule. Oxidation of DCFH can also be mediated by nitrite radicals (NO\(_2\) or N\(_2\)O\(_3\)) [72] and various oxidase and peroxidase enzymes [73]. DCF green fluorescence, detected on the FL1 detector of the flow cytometer, is proportional to the total oxidative activity of hemocytes, including reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS). Oxidative activity of hemocytes was stimulated by the addition of phorbol 1,2-myristate 1,3-acetate (PMA, Sigma–Aldrich). PMA is a phorbol ester which can activate protein kinase C (PKC), involved in activation of NADPH oxidase (NOX) and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) molecules, responsible for the production of ROS and RNS, respectively. Briefly, diluted hemocyte suspensions (v:v in FSSW) were allowed to adhere for 20 min before adding DCFH-DA (final concentration 10 mM) and PMA (final concentration 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\)). After 10, 30, 60, 120 and 180 min, hemocytes were detached with trypsin, as previously described. After centrifugation, hemocytes were fixed in 3% formalin and held on ice until flow cytometric analysis. Relative oxidative activity is expressed as the level of green fluorescence (FL1 detector of the flow cytometer) in arbitrary units (A.U.).

2.4.6. Inhibitors of oxidative pathways
Involvement of oxidative pathways in ROS and RNS production was investigated through the use of several inhibitors. L-NIO (L-N5- (1-iminoethyl)ornitine hydrochloride) is a modulator of RNS production through the inhibition of NOS activity. Apocynin (4′-Hydroxy-3′methoxyacetophenone) inhibits the NOX
pathway, and fccp (carbonyl cyanide 4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone) acts as an uncoupler of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation. Finally, DPI (Diphenyleneiodonium chloride) inhibits NOX and NOS complexes as well as mitochondrial complex I, the main site of ROS production in mitochondria. Determination of oxidative activity was done in 24-well microplates, as previously described. Inhibitors were mixed with hemocyte suspensions prior to adding DCFH-DA and PMA. All inhibitors were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and used at a final concentration of 50 mM. Results are given as means of three replicates and expressed as percentages of control (i.e., without inhibitor).

2.5. Statistical analysis
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey HSD test, when required, were carried out to compare the characteristics of hemocyte populations between disk abalone and spiny top shell. The percentage data were transformed as arc sine of the square root before ANOVA, but are presented in figures as untransformed percentage values. All results are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval (CI).

3. Results
3.1. Morphological and cytometric identification of hemocyte populations
3.1.1. Light microscopy
Two main hemocyte populations were distinguished in *H. discus discus* hemolymph (Fig. 2A): blast-like cells and hyalinocytes. Blastlike cells accounted for less than 4% of circulating hemocytes (Table 1) and were small round cells with a very thin cytoplasmic layer surrounding the nucleus. Consequently, blast-like cells displayed a high nucleus (N)/cell (C) size ratio (N/C; 0.82 ± 0.01). Hyalinocytes were significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.01) larger, round or ovoid cells (9.39 ± 0.16 mm) with vacuolated cytoplasm. Hyalinocytes represented more than 96% of abalone hemocytes. In some individuals, hyalinocyte nuclei were bilobed and elongated; and hyalinocytes sometimes contained a unique, very large cytoplasmic vacuole (Fig. 2B). The hemolymph of the spiny top shells contained four major hemocyte populations (Fig. 3): blast-like cells, type I hyalinocytes, type II hyalinocytes and granulocytes. The small, round cells with very thin cytoplasmic layer accounted for about 4% of circulating hemocytes and were similar to those observed in the hemolymph of disk abalone; these cells were also termed blast-like cells (Fig. 3C). Two subtypes were distinguishable amongst hyalinocytes and named as type I hyalinocytes and type II hyalinocytes. Type I hyalinocytes (Fig. 3D) were intermediate sized cells with intermediate N/C ratio (0.59 ± 0.01) and centric or slightly eccentric nucleus. Type I hyalinocytes accounted for about 55% of circulating hemocytes. Conversely, nucleus of type II hyalinocytes was clearly eccentric and their cytoplasm contained numerous small vacuoles (Fig. 3A, B, E). Type II hyalinocytes were larger than type I hyalinocytes with a smaller N/C ratio (0.43 ± 0.01). Type II hyalinocytes represented about 38% of spiny top shell hemocytes. Numerous intracytoplasmic, acidophilic granules could be observed in granulocytes (Fig. 3F). Granulocytes were large cells (15.16 ± 1.19 mm) morphologically similar to type II hyalinocytes, including eccentric nucleus, low N/C ratio (0.41 ± 0.02) and vacuolated cytoplasm. Cell size, nuclear diameter and N/C ratio of granulocytes and type II hyalinocytes were statistically (ANOVA) not different. Granulocytes were seldom observed in formalin-fixed cyto-centrifuged HCMs and accounted for approximately 3% of *T. cornutus* hemocytes.

3.1.2. Flow cytometric analysis
The viable hemocytes in *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* accounted for more than 99% of total cells. Mean total hemocyte count (THC) in disk abalone (2.24 x 10^6 cell mL^-1; n = 38) was significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.05) higher than in spiny top shell (1.50 x 10^6 cell mL^-1; n = 35). Flow cytometry allows for the discrimination of hemocyte populations by two morphological parameters, Forward Scatter (FSC) and Side Scatter (SSC) that are related to relative cell size and internal complexity. Two hemocyte populations were distinguishable in formalin-fixed abalone hemolymph (Fig. 4A): blast-like cells and hyalinocytes; whereas, three populations were observed in spiny top shell hemolymph (Fig. 4B): blast-like cells, hyalinocytes and granulocytes. Flow-cytometrically determined size and internal complexity values, as well as the relative percentage of each hemocyte population are reported in Table 2. In both species, small, agranular cells accounted for less than 10% of circulating hemocytes (6.75 ± 1.72% in the disk abalone and 8.94 ± 3.16% in the spiny top shell) and were thought as blast-like cells. Hyalinocytes were larger (ANOVA, p < 0.01), agranular cells representing more than 90% of circulating hemocytes in *H. discus discus* and about 75% in *T. cornutus*. Granulocytes could only be
observed in spiny top shell hemolymph and accounted for approximately 15% of all hemocytes. Granulocytes displayed statistically-similar (ANOVA) size as hyalinocytes but a higher (ANOVA, p < 0.01) internal complexity. The presence of lysosomes in the hemocytes of *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* is shown in Fig. 5. The hemocytes of disk abalone displayed homogeneous contents in lysosomes (Fig. 5A); whereas, at least three subpopulations were distinguishable amongst spiny top shell hemocytes (Fig. 5B). LysoTracker<sup>Low</sup> hemocytes were small, agranular cells accounting for about 10% of hemocytes (Fig. 5C1; Table 3). The hemocyte subpopulation displaying intermediate lysosomal content (LysoTracker<sup>Med</sup>) was composed of medium-sized cells representing about 20% of circulating hemocytes (Fig. 5C2; Table 3). Finally, hemocytes containing very high lysosomal amounts (LysoTracker<sup>High</sup>) accounted for about 70% of cells and were heterogeneous in terms of cell size and internal complexity (Fig. 5C3; Table 3).

### 3.2. Flow cytometric characterisation of the immune-related activities of hemocytes

#### 3.2.1. Phagocytosis

Phagocytic activities of the hemocytes of disk abalone and spiny top shell were determined in two different ways: the phagocytosis index, determined as the percentage of cells that had engulfed at least one fluorescent latex bead (Fig. 6A), and the mean number of beads per phagocytic hemocyte (Fig. 6B). The development of phagocytosis index of the hemocytes of *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* was similar over the time (Fig. 6A), increasing linearly to approximately 22% of phagocytic cells at 180 min. Conversely, dissimilarities were observed between species concerning the average quantity of engulfed beads (Fig. 6B). After 120 and 180 min, the mean number of engulfed beads was higher (ANOVA, p < 0.01) in disk abalone than in spiny top shell hemocytes. At the end of the experiment, the mean number of beads engulfed was 2.81 ± 0.21 in *H. discus discus* and 2.16 ± 0.16 in *T. cornutus* hemocytes.

#### 3.2.2. Oxidative activity

Oxidative activity was successfully detected in the hemocytes of the disk abalone (Fig. 7A) and the spiny top shell (Fig. 7B). Oxidative activity in blast-like cells from both species was extremely low compared to other hemocyte types. Consequently, blast-like cells were excluded from the measurements of oxidative activity. Basal (i.e., non-stimulated) oxidative activity did not change in the course of experiments and was similar in *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* hemocytes (Fig. 7A and B). Conversely, the effects of PMA stimulation were dissimilar between disk abalone (Fig. 7A and C) and spiny top shell hemocytes (Fig. 7B and C). PMA-stimulated oxidative activity of abalone hemocytes did not markedly increase until 60 min (about 120% of non-stimulated condition between 10 and 60 min). After 60 min, oxidative activity of PMA-stimulated abalone hemocytes increased to reach approximately 90 A.U. at 3 h (about 265% of the non-stimulated condition; Fig. 7A and C). In contrast, PMA stimulation of top shell hemocytes quickly resulted in an increased oxidative activity (225% and 250% of the non-stimulated condition as soon as 10 and 30 min, respectively; Fig. 7C). PMA-induced oxidative activity then remained rather stable from 30 to 180 min (approximately 70 A.U. and 225% of the non-stimulated condition; Fig. 7B and C).

#### 3.2.3. Oxidative pathways

Pathways potentially involved in the oxidative activity of the hemocytes of disk abalone and spiny top shell were investigated using inhibitors. Effects of inhibitors, measured with or without PMA stimulation, were expressed as the percentage of control (i.e., without inhibitor) and presented in Fig. 8.

##### 3.2.3.1. L-NIO

L-NIO is an inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) which is involved in reactive nitrogen species (RNS) production. L-NIO induced no noticeable effect under any experimental conditions.

##### 3.2.3.2. Apocynin

Apocynin inhibits NADPH oxidase (NOX) production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Apocynin had no effect on unstimulated abalone and top shell hemocytes (Fig. 8A and C). Contrastingly, apocynin significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.05) inhibited up to 30% of oxidative activity in PMA-stimulated hemocytes from disk abalone and spiny top shell (Fig. 8B and D).

##### 3.2.3.3. Fccp

Oxidative activity of unstimulated and PMA-stimulated hemocytes from *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* was significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.05) inhibited (40–50% inhibition) when incubated with fccp, a mitochondrion-uncoupling agent. An exception was observed with unstimulated hemocytes of the
disk abalone, in which oxidative activity increased of about 30% after 180 min treatment with fccp (Fig. 8A).

3.2.3.4. DPI
DPI is an inhibitor of NOS, NOX and the mitochondrial oxidative pathway. DPI inhibited from 30 to 60% of oxidative activity in unstimulated hemocytes from disk abalone and spiny top shell (Fig. 8A and C), and from 50 to 70% of oxidative activity in PMA-stimulated hemocytes from both species (Fig. 8B and D).

4. Discussion
The disk abalone and the spiny top shell are two edible gastropod species of high economic importance in Asia. Currently, very few studies have been reported about ecology, biology and immunity of both species [68,74–76]. Characterisation of the immune systems of these species is necessary to further assess responses to environmental, anthropogenic and pathologiopathological stresses. Indeed, mass mortality outbreaks have occurred worldwide, resulting in economic and ecological losses [47,68]. Viral infections were reported in disk abalone and spiny top shell [77–79], but currently the effects of resulting diseases and sensitivity to infections depending upon environmental factors such as seasonality, global warming or pollution have not been determined. In the present report we used light microscopy and flow cytometry to investigate the populations and immune-related activities of hemocytes in the disk abalone H. discus discus and the spiny top shell T. cornutus. Hemocyte populations and activities vary greatly with environmental conditions as well as individual physiological status [47,80–84]. One should keep in mind, therefore, that descriptions of disk abalone and spiny top shell hemocyte parameters might depend on rearing site and seasonality. In the present study, individuals from both species were simultaneously supplied from the same location. Inter-species differences might be more apparent than intra-species variations. The hemopoiesis of molluscs has not yet been fully understood. Two major theories have been proposed to explain differentiation of hemocytes. Based upon the observation of granules in some juvenile cells, Cheng [2] and Auffret [64] suggested that hyalinocytes and granulocytes might differentiate from two distinct cell precursors. Granuloblasts (i.e., juvenile cells containing granules), however, have since been extremely rarely observed and, in the absence of this kind of cell, Hine [24] suggested that one blast type might give rise to hyalinocytes that would further mature to become granulocytes. Results of the present report tend to support Hine’s hypothesis. Indeed, granules were never observed in blastlike cells from disk abalone and spiny top shell. Furthermore, hemocyte populations of T. cornutus microscopically appeared as a gradient of differentiation stages (Fig. 4C–F) with a continuous decrease of N/C ratio (Table 1). Blast-like cells might then differentiate into type I hyalinocytes which still contain central or slightly eccentric nucleus; whereas, type II hyalinocytes display a fully eccentric nucleus and vacuolated cytoplasm. Finally, granulocytes might represent mature hemocytes with numerous intracytoplasmic vacuoles and granules. Similar differentiation was suggested in the common periwinkle Littorina littorea [49] and in the snails Pila globosa and Indoplanorbis exustus [51]. Further analyses of gene expression, DNA content and membrane molecular expression, however, will have to be performed to confirm gastropod hemopoiesis. In the disk abalone, neither flow cytometry analysis nor light microscopic observation of formalin-fixed HCMs allowed discrimination of granulocytes. In the European abalone H. tuberculata, Travers et al. [46] also pointed out the incapacity to discriminate between hyalinocytes and granulocytes through flow cytometric analysis. Conversely, granulocytes were reported under light microscopic and flow cytometric analyses in the spiny top shell. No granular hemocytes were described in some gastropod species, including the abalone H. diversicolor [40], the common periwinkle L. littorea [49], the sea hare Aplysia californica and the giant keyhole limpet Megathura crenulata [50]. In contrast, granulocytes were reported in some other species including the terrestrial snail Helix aspersa maxima [48], the abalone H. asinina [42], and the freshwater snails B. glabrata [27], Biomphalaria tenagophila [65], P. globosa and I. exustus [51]. The term “granulocyte”, as defined in bivalves, appears difficult to apply in gastropods. Indeed, although the present study and some previous authors reported a subtype of hemocytes as “granulocytes”, these cells did not exhibit similar, characteristic granular features as described among bivalves [2,24,54,58,60]. Granulocyte terminology might thus need to be reconsidered in gastropods. A classification scheme based upon cellular activities might represent an alternative. In this way, flow cytometry allows single cell level analysis and might help to discriminate differential activities of hemocyte subtypes. The involvement of hemocytes in mollusc cellular immune response mainly relies on their capacity to engulf and subsequently degrade foreign material through phagocytosis [17,18,85–87]. In the present study, hemocytes from H. discus discus and T. cornutus displayed
phagocytic activity stimulated by latex beads. Although granulocytes were reported as the main phagocytic hemocyte type in some marine bivalves [60,61,88–90], it was not possible to specifically determine phagocytic activity of spiny top shell granulocytes and hyalinocytes because ingestion of latex beads caused cells to change size and internal complexity (data not shown). In the present study, development of the phagocytosis index was similar in the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. Contrastingly, at the end of the experiment, the mean number of engulfed beads was higher in *H. discus discus* than in *T. cornutus*. Although phagocytosis index was similar, disk abalone hemocytes actually displayed higher total phagocytic activity than spiny top shell hemocytes. In further studies, it might then be interesting to assess if such differences in global phagocytic capacity could be related to variation in microbicidal activities between both species. Lysosomes are intra-cytoplasmic, acidic organelles involved in the intracellular degradation of engulfed foreign material through the acidification of the phagocytic vacuoles and the release of lysosomal enzymes (for review on lysosomes see [91]). Detection of lysosomes in the hemocytes of gastropods was commonly accomplished using Neutral Red stain and microscopic observation [41,46,50,92]. To our knowledge, this is the first time lysosomal quantity was determined by flow cytometry in gastropod hemocytes. One lysosomal-defined hemocyte population was observed in the disk abalone. Blast-like cells surprisingly displayed similar lysosomal quantity as hyalinocytes; whereas, blast-like cells are thought to lack functions such as phagocytosis. The LysoTracker probe actually accumulates in intra-cyttoplasmic acidic compartments which are mainly lysosomes. Travers et al. [46], however, reported that in the European abalone *H. tuberculata*, the cytoplasm of blast-like cells was highly acidic. It is not clear, therefore, whether LysoTracker staining of the blast-like cells in the disk abalone relies on presence of lysosomes or results from the highly acidic cytoplasm and might be considered as an artifact. In contrast, three subtypes could be distinguished among spiny top shell hemocytes. A differential content of lysosomes might be related to functional differences but could also vary with differentiation stage. Further flow cytometric sorting of lysosomal defined hemocyte subtypes of *T. cornutus* could help assess if such subsets are related to microscopically-observed hyalinocytes type I, II and granulocytes. The involvement of oxidative activity, including the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS), in immune response was first described in the polymorphonuclear leukocytes of vertebrates [93,94]. Oxidative activity has been detected subsequently in molluscs, including gastropod species [29–31,33–35,41,44,45,47,50,95]. The activation of oxidative activity has been studied using various stimulants among which killed yeast cells and phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) are the most reported. Stimulation by killed yeast cells relies on the phagocytic activities of the hemocytes. Conversely, PMA chemically activates ROS and RNS production through the phosphorylation of protein kinase C (PKC) and the subsequent activation of NADPH oxidase (NOX) and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) complexes [96–99]. To avoid a possible bias from altered phagocytic activities, PMA stimulation was selected. The present results confirm the capacity of PMA to stimulate oxidative activity of gastropod hemocytes, within a similar range of values as previously reported in the common periwinkle *L. littorea* [95] and the freshwater snail *B. glabrata* [31]. The kinetics of stimulated oxidative activities were dissimilar between the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. Oxidative activity quickly increased in *T. cornutus* hemocytes, reaching maximal value between 10 and 30 min; whereas, a one-hour latent phase was observed in *H. discus discus* hemocytes followed by a regular increase of oxidative activity until the end of the experiment. Different patterns of stimulated oxidative activity might be species specific, as previously reported in bivalves. Indeed, the increase in oxidative activity happened between 15 and 40 min for the oysters *Crassostrea gigas* [97,100], between 30 and 60 min in *Crassostrea virginica* [59] and around 70 min in *Mercenaria mercenaria* [101]. Such differences might result from differential capacities of disk abalone and spiny top shell to regulate oxidative activity. The analysis of the expression and activity of antioxidant enzymes such as catalase and superoxide dismutase might help elucidate the reported dissimilarities. To investigate the pathways potentially involved in the oxidative activity of *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus* hemocytes, we used chemical inhibitors. In the present study, RNS production seemed not predominant in the hemocytes of disk abalone and spiny top shell, with or without PMA stimulation, although NOS activity was detected in the freshwater snail *Viviparus ater* [102] and RNS production reported from *L. stagnalis* [35]. Interestingly, apocynin, an inhibitor of NOX isoforms [103,104] only inhibited oxidative activity during PMA stimulation. NOX-dependant ROS production was then stimulated by PMA but seemed not constitutively predominant in the hemocytes of disk abalone and spiny top shell. This is a new finding, as basal and stimulated ROS production was commonly attributed to NOX complexes. Such statements were mostly based on the inhibition of oxidative activity by DPI, which was commonly suggested as an inhibitor of NOX-dependant ROS production, and not mitochondrial oxidative activity [30,101,105]. Actually, DPI inhibits NOX and NOS complexes as well as mitochondrial complex I, one of the two main sites of ROS production in
mitochondria [103]. Our experiments suggested that oxidative activity in disk abalone and spiny top shell hemocytes mostly originates from mitochondria. Indeed, incubation with fccp, uncoupler of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, strongly inhibited oxidative activity of hemocytes. The percentage of inhibition was in the same range of values than reported in isolated rat mitochondria [106] and in Jurkat cells, a human T lymphocyte cell line [107]. The increase in oxidative activity observed after 3 h in non-stimulated hemocytes of disk abalone incubated with fccp was also reported in Jurkat cells by Aronis et al. [107] and hypothesized as “owing to adaptation as a result of compensation mechanism of the cell”. In vertebrates, phagocytosis and PMA stimulation induce an “oxidative burst”, characterized by a very intense, but brief reaction [97] which does not match with the phenomenon observed in gastropods. Indeed, the oxidative activity peak in hemocytes can be delayed and the increase only between 2 and 10 [30,31,33,35,41,95]. Although further studies will be needed, we suggest that such differences could be explained, at least in part, by lower NOX-dependant ROS production in gastropods than in vertebrates and a predominant mitochondrial oxidative activity. The present study was the first to characterize the cellular component of the immune system of the disk abalone H. discus discus and the spiny top shell T. cornutus. Although both species belong to the vetigastropods, differences were observed in hemocyte populations and immune-related activities. The hemocytes of the disk abalone were composed of two populations, blast-like cells and hyalinocytes. In contrast, the hemocytes of the spiny top shell belonged to four morphologically defined populations: blast-like cells, hyalinocytes type I and II, and granulocytes. Our results reported differences between the two species concerning the intracellular amount of lysosomes, the phagocytic activities and the oxidative activities. Further investigations will have to be performed to determine if such differences rely on true functional dissimilarities. It might then be important to assess the capacity of the hemocytes of both species to kill various pathogens, to depurate organic and inorganic pollutants, as well as their response to environmental or mechanical stresses.
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Table 1: Microscopic characterisation of the hemocyte populations of the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. Measurements were made on formalin-fixed cyto-centrifuged HCMs stained with Hemacolor. Values are presented as mean ± confidence interval (CI); alpha = 0.05. n, number of analysed cells; C, Cell diameter; N, Nucleus diameter. Different letters (a–e) in rows indicate significant (ANOVA Tukey, p < 0.01) differences among hemocyte populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Disk abalone</th>
<th>Spiny top shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 72</td>
<td>n = 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 28</td>
<td>n = 380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 261</td>
<td>n = 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blast-like</td>
<td>3.82 ± 0.25</td>
<td>4.05 ± 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyalinocytes</td>
<td>46.18 ± 0.16</td>
<td>54.99 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus diameter (μm)</td>
<td>5.20 ± 0.08</td>
<td>6.30 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Flow cytometric characterisation of the hemocyte populations of disk abalone and spiny top shell. The percentage, size (FSC) and internal complexity (SSC) of each hemocyte population from disk abalones and spiny top shells were determined on SYBR Green I positive cells fixed with 3% formalin. Size and internal complexity are expressed in flow cytometry arbitrary units (A.U.). Values are presented as mean ± CI; alpha = 0.05. n, number of analysed samples. N/A, non applicable. Different letters (a,b,c) in columns represent significant (ANOVA Tukey, p < 0.01) differences between hemocyte populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n = 18 Disk abalone</th>
<th>n = 15 Spiny top shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blast-like</td>
<td>67.75 ± 0.72</td>
<td>390.06 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyalinocytes</td>
<td>93.25 ± 0.72</td>
<td>451.41 ± 10.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granulocytes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Flow cytometric measurements and percentage of lysosomal-defined hemocyte subpopulations of spiny top shells. LysoTracker fluorescence intensity allowed distinction between three subpopulations amongst T. cornutus hemocytes (Fig. 6). Size (FSC) and internal complexity (SSC), as well as the relative percentage were determined for each LysoTracker-defined sub-populations. Values are presented as mean ± CI; alpha = 0.05. n, number of analysed samples; A.U., flow cytometry arbitrary units. Different letters (a, b, c) in columns indicate significant (ANOVA Tukey, p < 0.05) differences between hemocyte populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LysoTrackerlow</td>
<td>34.00 ± 0.73</td>
<td>378.30 ± 15.74</td>
<td>187.84 ± 11.23</td>
<td>10.83 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LysoTrackermed</td>
<td>77.09 ± 0.68</td>
<td>466.29 ± 12.08</td>
<td>313.51 ± 25.40</td>
<td>21.78 ± 12.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LysoTrackerhigh</td>
<td>378.05 ± 37.72</td>
<td>535.49 ± 20.25</td>
<td>364.17 ± 18.08</td>
<td>67.39 ± 11.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Location map of the sampling site of the disk abalones (*H. discus discus*) and the spiny top shells (*T. cornutus*). Disk abalones and spiny top shells were supplied from southern waters of Cheju Island, Korea (Dark star symbol).
Fig. 2. Hemocytes of the disk abalone *H. discus discus*. Formalin-fixed cyto-centrifuged HCMs were stained with Hemacolor. (A) Two hemocyte types could be distinguished: blast-like cells and hyalinocytes. (B) Hyalinocytes from some individuals displayed large unique intra-cytoplasmic vacuole. BL, blast-like cell; Hy, hyalinocyte; LV, large vacuole. Bar: 10 µm.

Fig. 3. Hemocytes of the spiny top shell *T. cornutus*. Formalin-fixed cyto-centrifuged HCMs were stained with Hemacolor. (A–B) Bar: 10 µm. Four hemocyte populations were distinguishable: blast-like cells, type I hyalinocytes, type II hyalinocytes and granulocytes. Type I hyalinocytes expressed thin cytoplasmic filopodia. Note the vacuolated cytoplasm of type II hyalinocytes and granulocytes; and the presence of intra-cytoplasmic granules in granulocytes. (C–F) Bar: 5 mm. (C) Blast-like cells were small, round cells with thin cytoplasmic layer. (D) Type I hyalinocytes displayed central or slightly eccentric round nucleus. (E) Type II hyalinocytes were characterized by an eccentric nucleus and intracytoplasmic vacuoles. (F) Granules were observed in the vacuolated cytoplasm of granulocytes. BL, blast-like cell; Hy I, type I hyalinocyte; Hy II, type II hyalinocyte; Gr, granulocyte; Fi, filopodia.
Fig. 4. Flow cytometric determination of the hemocyte populations of *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus*. Size (FSC) against internal complexity (SSC) density plot representation of SYBR Green I positive hemocytes (3% formalin fixation). (A) Two hemocyte populations were distinguishable in abalone: blast-like cells and hyalinocytes. (B) Three populations were observed in top shell hemolymph: blast-like cells, hyalinocytes and granulocytes. Representative results of 18 abalone and 15 top shell individuals.

Fig. 5. Flow cytometric determination of the presence of lysosomes in the hemocytes of the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. LysoTracker fluorescent dye accumulated in lysosomal compartments of hemocytes maintained in AASH. The red fluorescence intensity relied on the amount of lysosomes inside hemocytes. Abalone hemocytes displayed an homogeneous presence of lysosomes (A). Conversely, top shell hemocytes displayed three distinguishable lysosomal amounts (B), allowing discrimination between three subpopulations containing low (a), medium (b) and high (c) amounts of lysosomes. Each lysosome-defined subpopulation was displayed under FSC (relative size) and SSC (relative complexity) parameters (C1–3). Representative results of 10 individuals from each species.
Fig. 6. Phagocytic activities of the hemocytes of the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. (A) Development of phagocytosis index (i.e., percentage of hemocytes containing at least one engulfed bead) of the hemocytes of the disk abalone and the spiny top shell over the time (from 10 to 180 min). (B) Mean number of beads per phagocytic hemocyte from disk abalone and spiny top shell. Values are presented as mean ± CI; alpha = 0.05. For each time and each species, n = 20. An asterisk indicates a significant (ANOVA, p < 0.01) difference between species.

Fig. 7. Oxidative activity in the hemocytes of *H. discus discus* and *T. cornutus*. Evolution of oxidative activity, with or without PMA, was determined over the time (from 10 to 180 min) in abalone (A) and top shell (B) hemocytes. (C) Effects of PMA on oxidative activity of abalone and top shell hemocytes was expressed as the percentage of non-stimulated condition (i.e., without PMA). Values are presented as mean ± CI; alpha = 0.05. For each time, n = 22 disk abalones and n = 24 spiny top shells. In both species and for each time, the effect of PMA stimulation was significant (ANOVA, p < 0.05).
Fig. 8. Oxidative pathways in the hemocytes of the disk abalone and the spiny top shell. The effects of inhibitors were determined on the hemocytes of the disk abalone (A–B) and the spiny top shell (C–D), with or without PMA stimulation. The resulting oxidative activity was expressed as the percentage of control (i.e., without inhibitor). Values are presented as mean ± CI; alpha = 0.05. For each condition and each species, n = 3. An asterisk indicates a significant (ANOVA, p < 0.05) effect of the inhibitor.